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Content Marketing is Strategy.

Content marketing is not corporate publishing, not press relations, not social media. 
Those are just tools. Content marketing is the entire process required to achieve a 
communication goal. It consists of several stations and forms a cycle in the long term.

Marketing automation keeps the circulation moving and improves efficiency.
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The Content Shock.



The Content Shock.



„Our biggest opponent is your sleep. But we 
will defeat that, too.“

Reed Hastings, CEO, Netflix



Personas: If you produce for target 
groups, you produce for no one.



PersonasTarget Groups



But wait: if we're already doing 
personas, why aren't we actually 

doing personalized content?



85% of B2B-customers 
say the experience a 
company provides is as 
important as its 
products and services.

Source: Salesforce/State of the Connected Customer 
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There’s live. May be: too much of it
33 %

67 %

67 percent of consumers think it’s 
important for brands to automatically 

adjust content based on current 
context. 58 %

42 %

42% of consumers will "get annoyed" 
that content isn’t personalized.20 %

80 %
80% of consumers are more likely to 
make a purchase when brands offer 
personalized experiences.

60 %

40 %

40% of marketers say their biggest 
challenge with personalization is 
linking to data-related technologies

Consumer`s perspective Marketer`s trouble

Source: 6th Edition State of Marketing Report, Salesforce, 2020



With every new channel or 
format you use, the risk of 

offering users information they 
don't want to consume at the 
current stage of the customer 

journey also increases.



Losing the astronaut in (content) space

46 %
54 %

54% of customers say they get annoyed if 
they are targeted with an ad for something 

they’ve already bought. 

29 %

71 %

71% of customers used multiple channels to 
start and complete a single transaction.

Source: 6th Edition State of Marketing Report, Salesforce, 2020



When you do content marketing 
right, your content is your most 
important brand ambassador. If 
you do it wrong, it’s also your 

most important brand 
ambassador. Unfortunately.



The Race for Personalized Content: Budgets.

17 %

50 %

29 %

4 %
1 %

Decreasing substantially Decreasing Somewhat
Not Changing Increasing Somewhat
Increasing substantially

Adobe Personalization 2020 Survey of Consumers and Marketers



Personalization Delivers.

Adobe Personalization 2020 Survey of Consumers and Marketers
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53 % of organizations seeing 
improvements



The probability of losing a 
potential customer through bad 
and poor content is bigger than 

the probability of winning a 
customer through good and 

appropriate content.
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Basic CTA Multivariate CTA Smart CTA

Personalized call to actions perform around 200 
percent better than static ones.

Not changing based on 
visitor`s attributes.

A/B testing of CTA´s. The 
winner takes it all.

CTA`s tailored on an 
individual: region, 
customer journey, 

language…

Finding the Right Space.

Conversion 
Rate in %

Source: Hubspot



Marketing automation is the 
foundation for personalized 

content, better performance of 
that content, and an optimal 

customer experience.
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